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Ordnance Survey ‘series’ held by the National Library of Scotland
Robert Harold 1

Researchers who access the National Library of Scotland
collections through the NLS Main Catalogue on the website,
are not necessarily aware of the variety of OS maps held at
the Library, and until recently, many of the OS map series
have only been listed in card indexes or paper catalogues.
Over the last few months, we have completed a project to
identify and catalogue the Library’s holdings of Ordnance
Survey maps. The main aim was to create ‘series’ entries in
the ‘NLS Main Catalogue’, as a further aid for researchers;

especially for those readers who have access to the internet but cannot easily visit
the Map Collections reading rooms in Edinburgh.

The OS catalogue entries that can be accessed through the NLS website
http://www.nls.uk/catalogues reflect our interpretation of the OS series, and are
not an attempt to reflect all the distinctions and relationships that such a complex
map collection could possibly be divided into. Many scholars and researchers
have already published detailed descriptions of the OS maps, and we have been
indebted to Charles Close Society researchers, particularly Roger Hellyer, in
guiding our work. They have demonstrated that the OS mapmakers, over two
centuries, continuously changed and redesigned the cartographic language of
scales, geographic referencing, and topographic detail, and have left a legacy that
is not very easy to ‘chart’. The OS did not always describe map series with an
‘official’ series title, and so map users and researchers have sometimes had to
invent their own titles. For example: some of the questions that cloud a
cataloguer’s mind when deciding on a series title are: “is a new edition
necessarily a new series?”; “how extensive do revisions need to be, to consider
that a new OS series has been created?” and “is an Outline edition a distinct
series, or part of a series?”

Bearing all this in mind, we have been guided by the titles that were
sometimes printed on OS maps, and also by the ‘traditional’ names given to OS
maps in debates and written articles. Some of the traditional names applied to OS
series, such as: ‘Town’, ‘County’, ‘National Grid’, ‘One-Inch’, ‘Small Scale’, are still
useful and very relevant for historic research, but where do you place the printed
title ‘Provisional’, and where does ‘Popular’ fit in a series title scheme?

A glance at the following partial lists illustrates our interpretation and
description of some of the OS series. Such lists are necessarily subjective, in the
sense that they are ‘NLS series titles’ and may not always agree with other ‘OS
series’ listings, but the NLS series titles are intended to place the OS maps held at
NLS within the broader collections, in a consistent way. For example; it was
decided to define ‘editions’ and ‘outline’ editions as distinct series, and retain OS
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printed titles (‘Provisional’), but if no title was offered by the Ordnance Survey,
then a ‘traditional’ title was employed (‘Coloured Parishes’).

On the lists of titles in this article ‘D’ indicates a catalogue entry with a web-
link to NLS digital copies, & ‘p’ is a NLS catalogue entry for the original paper
copies. It can be seen from the spread of the D’s and p’s that the NLS map
collection is extensive, but not complete.

The OS surveys of the British Isles, before the Second World War, were
usually distinct for each of the nations and the NLS series titles reflect the reality
of these national distinctions, by defining a series as ‘national survey’, ‘scale’,
‘edition’, in that order. So the NLS series title that is entered into the NLS Main
Catalogue for the Scotland survey, One-inch, second edition would be Ordnance
Survey Scotland One-inch Series:2nd edition, and for the 1:25 000 Provisional
maps covering England & Wales, the title would be Ordnance Survey England &
Wales 1:25,000 Series: Provisional.

The OS catalogue project also involved attaching web-links from the NLS Main
Catalogue entries to the OS maps that are available on-line as digital-copy formats
and are a part of the NLS Digital Collection http://maps.nls.uk. This enables a
researcher who is not using, or is not aware, of the NLS map images webpage, to
directly access the OS historic map digital copies directly from the NLS catalogue,
rather than having to note that a catalogue entry exists and then having to access
the digital copy through another web-address. The partial lists illustrated show
that the National Library of Scotland has concentrated on providing digital web-
access copies of OS maps that are specifically related to Scotland and are out of
copyright, but future projects should increase the number of OS map series that
are digitally copied and available through the NLS map images website and the
NLS catalogue.

The ‘Town Plan’ and ‘County’ series maps have also been catalogued down to
the level of the individual towns and counties for Scotland, and for England &
Wales. The Scotland catalogue entries all have web-links to the digital map
collection, but so far, the England & Wales series have not been scanned. The
NLS main catalogue entries for these sub-series titles, follows the same format as
the main series titles; Ordnance Survey Scotland Town Plans : Ayr & Ordnance
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Survey Scotland County of Ayrshire. The NLS catalogue makes use of various
search techniques, so a researcher does not have to use the full NLS series title to
locate the catalogue entries.

One last point to make about the OS cataloguing project is the way I decided
to describe the varied and extensive OS series that defy easy description. It is
always best to avoid a series title ‘Miscellaneous’ or ‘Special’, as such a title
doesn’t say much, so the various OS series that were published for ‘specific
purposes’ have been accumulated into ‘general titles’ that use the OS Office
nomenclature. As can be seen the spread of the series is unspecific, (eg: the date
ranges are not definite) but the titles do provide a useful tool for a researcher
when beginning a search of the NLS Map collections.

Dates in the partial lists in this article only indicate the extent of the map
collections held at National Library of Scotland and do not necessarily reflect the
complete date range of map series published by OS. We would be grateful for
comments on these titles and the new catalogue records, from CCS members.

National Library of Scotland Map Collections, Causewayside, Edinburgh
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The following is a quick guide to help access, directly from the NLS Main
Catalogue, digital copies of OS maps stored on the NLS ‘Maps of Scotland’
webpage.

For example: if you wanted to go directly from the NLS on-line catalogue to
the digital copy of the OS Scotland one-inch map covering ‘Ayr’, then:
 go to NLS website: http://www.nls.uk
 go to the ‘Catalogues’ bar at the top of the webpage and click on ‘Search the main

catalogue’
 go to ‘Advanced search’ bar
 in ‘Search’ panel type in scotland one-inch series
 in ‘search type’ panel select as a phrase
 and then select Title (instead of ‘Keyword anywhere’)
 in ‘Collection’ panel select Map collections
 in ‘Type of material’ panel select Map (this just helps to limit the results)
 then click on the Search button at the bottom of the ‘Advanced search’ page
 the search will list the catalogue entries for ‘Ordnance Survey Scotland One-inch Series’
 select Ordnance Survey Scotland One-inch Series:1st edition by clicking onto the

catalogue entry to open up the catalogue page and you should see this:

 click the PC pointer or cursor onto View image on NLS website at the top of the page after
the line ‘Electronic resources(s)’.

 this will take you directly to the relevant page on the ‘Maps of Scotland’ website
http://maps.nls.uk/os/oneinch_1st_list.html

 click the PC pointer or cursor onto Sheet 14 – Ayr to open the digital copy of the 1872 OS map
 the digital copy of the map OS One-inch to the mile maps of Scotland, 1st Edition, 1856-1891

- sheet 14 Ayr should show on your screen.
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